Global Trade Content

Importing and exporting goods in support of ever changing global supply chains creates complex challenges for customs and compliance teams, especially with an ever-changing regulatory landscape. Global trade content from Oracle partners provides companies with the peace of mind knowing that they have access to up-to-date content from around the globe.

PROVIDE BEST-IN-CLASS GLOBAL TRADE CONTENT

Does your supply chain cross international boundaries? Are you importing and exporting goods in a multitude of countries? Do you find it difficult to track all the changes to country tariffs or regulatory data?

Today, many organizations struggle to access up-to-date tariff, classification, and regulatory data for the many countries in which they conduct business. With varying levels of language support and the lack of electronic availability of tariffs and regulations in many countries it can be difficult to keep track of the latest updates that impact your companies' supply chain.

Oracle partners with best-in-class trade content suppliers to provide customers with a broad set of global trade content. These Oracle partners maintain staff of dedicated trade experts who aggregate data from around the world, normalize and inspect data quality and integrity, and format the data for direct consumption into Oracle Global Trade Management.

To ensure that your customs and compliance teams can properly support your companies’ global supply chain, our partners translate tariffs into multiple languages, allowing users to work in either translated or native languages as needed to perform their duties.

Key Features
- Automatically load and process the latest content from Oracle partners
- Content enables a broad set of trade compliance and customs processes
- Multi-language support allows users to work in either translated or native languages

Key Business Benefits
- Stay up-to-date on the latest in tariff and regulatory changes
- Automatically hold transactions based on regulatory content
- Research classification and tariff assignments
- View current duty and tax rates

Figure 1. Transportation metrics are defined, managed, and viewed through user-defined reports and dashboards
GLOBAL TRADE CONTENT SUPPORTS BROAD SET OF PROCESSES

Global trade content from Oracle partners empowers your global trade software with the most up-to-date information possible, providing peace of mind in an ever-changing global trade landscape. A broad array of content is available to enable global trade processes including restricted party lists, tariffs, export classification, and regulatory controls. Global trade content enables your organization to: streamline processes, easily perform research, view transactions in context with tariff and regulatory data, and automatically identify transactions requiring attention:

- **Restricted Party Screening Lists:** Screen a global set of restricted party lists against party master data, as well as all involved parties on a broad set of transaction types
- **Product Classification Data:** Research and classify items, analyze duty and tax rates, and review trade agreement eligibility
- **Government Regulations:** Country specific regulatory data enables automatic screening of transactions, allowing for streamlined business processes and enables teams to manage by exception

**Related Data Sheets**
- Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud
- Customs Management
- Trade Compliance
- Global Trade Intelligence
- Oracle Transportation Management Cloud